PhD Day
28. May

Information day for current and aspiring doctoral candidates
www.docs.hu-berlin.de  |  facebook/humboldtdocs  |  Telegram/humboldtdocs

10:00 - 14:00

Zoom
698 9904 1332
Code 885522
Schedule of the PhD Day 28th May 2021
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- Longer time horizons, more difficult methods and theories.
- Unclear or missing directions by supervisor. Obscure goals.
- Competition for money, lab time, spots at conferences.
- New responsibilities: Teaching? Labs? Equipment?
- Find friends living in a new city or even foreign country.
- Corona ...
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- Renamed *HU-Docs* in 2010, became an official club e.V.
- Today official partner of Humboldt-Universität.
- Focus and activities change over time, depending on needs and interests of members.
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► Officially registered club (e.V.), no fees or obligations for membership.
► Open to anyone doing or planning a PhD in Berlin, German and non-German.
► Board with 8 members for planning and administration.
► Board is elected yearly, members can vote and stand for election.
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Our goals

- Three central ideas...
  - Foster contact between doctoral students.
  - Provide information.
  - Represent interests of doctoral candidates.

- ...implemented by three types of activities
  - Regular events.
  - One-time special events.
  - Surveys, networking, representation.
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- Every Friday from 3 pm.
- Currently on Zoom 664 4016 4065, code 11111.
- Language and topics as requested.
- No registration or membership required.
- Normally: In Mitte & Adlershof with free coffee and cookies.
- Will at some point take place in person again.
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International Roundtable discussion (hosted by Otso & Dong)

- First Monday every month, from 6 pm to 7 pm.
- Zoom 679 5660 8497.
- No registration or membership required.
- English, fixed topic announced.
- Next topic: “Plagiarism and scientific integrity” Mon June 7\textsuperscript{th}.
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Stammtisch (hosted by Alexandra)

- Third Wednesday every month, starting 7 pm.
- No registration or membership required.
- Currently on gather.town.
- Talking in small groups / 1:1, topic & language arbitrary.
- Normally in different bars around the city.
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- PhD Day once per semester.
- Meetings for Doc Tandem program.
- Cultural evenings about a member’s home country.
- Excursions to other German cities.
- Hiking & cycling in Berlin, sightseeing “get to know Berlin”.

...soon
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- ...
- September: Yearly member assembly & elections
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- Subscribe to our E-Mail newsletter on the website!
- Instagram:  
  [hu_docs](https://hu_docs)
- Groups on Facebook, Telegram, Whatsapp
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- 10:00 HU-Docs e.V.
- 10:35 Greetings by Prof. Dr. Frensch, HU Vice President for Research
- 10:40 Humboldt Graduate School
- 11:15 Pause / Questions
- 11:30 Scholar-Minds Initiative
- 11:45 Computer- and Media Service
- 12:00 University Library
- 12:15 Pause / Questions
- 13:00 International Department
- 13:15 International Scholar Services
- 13:30 Erasmus+
- 13:45 Questions